DBF001-10, Limited Edition 33: Flyback
Chronograph in Racing Look
Luxury watchmaker DuBois et fils revives memories of the golden age of auto racing

Le Locle, 09 January 2015 – 'The exclusive flyback chronograph DBF001-10, with a limited
edition of 33 timepieces, impresses with its striking colour combination, which is a reference
to the legendary Gulf racing teams and the golden age of auto racing of the 60s/70s', says
Thomas Steinemann, CEO of DuBois et fils. With the timepiece, the Swiss heritage brand
has again succeeded in skilfully combining tradition and innovation and stirring great
emotions. The DBF001-10 represents the speed and power of racing and brings back
memories of the historic days of auto racing. Black, blue and orange, the undisputed colour
trend within watch design over the past years, were harmoniously coordinated in the
timepiece. The attractive colour combination makes the DBF001-10 a timeless classic and
lends it that certain something that constitutes a very special jewellery piece.
The DBF001-10 is waterproof up to 5 ATM and houses an automatic basic calibre 2892DD44500 from the Swiss factory ETA SA. Supplemented with the Dubois-Dépraz module
calibre 44500, the piece has a twin-disc large date and a chronograph mechanism with
flyback function and stop times of up to 12 hours. The movement has 49 jewels and a power
reserve of 44 hours.
The surface of the round, multi-piece case (41.5 mm) is comprised of matt brushed stainless
steel 316L, which creates a nice contrast to the highly polished notched bezel. Beneath the
scratch-proof, double-sided anti-reflective-coated sapphire glass is a black/blue and orange
dial with guilloche hour circle. The tri-compax layout contains a small seconds counter as
well as a 12-hour and 30-minute chronograph function at 3, 6 and 9 o'clock. The shiny frame
of the large date display below the noontime, the hand-applied Arabic numerals and the
rhodium-plated hour and minute hand are additional noteworthy details of the stylish
timepiece.
The dark blue, handcrafted calf leather strap with protective inlays made from rubber and
orange stitching elegantly rounds off the striking design.
The DBF001-10 can now be ordered in the DuBois et fils Online Shop (www.duboisfils.ch)
and at selected retailers.
Printable photographic materials can be obtained by calling +41 61 266 17 85 or by sending an email to:
info@duboisfils.ch.
Philippe DuBois & Fils SA (www.duboisfils.ch) is Switzerland's oldest maker of watches. Our watches have
been available since 1785 under the name. 2013 was financed by a unique crowd funding project – a new
collection of high-quality wristwatches with a very limited edition production. Almost 600 watch enthusiasts took
advantage of the unique opportunity to become part of DuBois et fils. A professional team surrounding CEO
Thomas Steinemann designs the watch collection, with which the tradition of DuBois et fils is being carried on.

